
"This quarter, Exum took a giant leap forward. From winning a grant to put an instrument

on the International Space Station, to placing our first tool here on Earth -I am in awe of

the momentum of our company. This has truly been a transformative year for us. I want to

say a sincere thank you to everyone who has worked so hard and supported us getting

here."

-CEO/CTO, Jeff Williams

Deploying the Massbox in space!? 

Exum shot for the moon and landed amongst the stars (and the ISS).

 

Read until the end to find out more about this monumental update and more!
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CEO/CTO Jeff Williams Presented at the
Additive Manufacturing Industry Summit
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   Exum was a proud sponsor of the Additive Manufacturing Industry Summit 2022

powered by ASME (The American Society of Mechanical Engineers) in Long Beach,

California -the only west coast additive manufacturing event! 

    CEO/CTO Jeffrey Williams’ InnoZone presentation "Characterizing AM Materials

from Powder to Performance" was also a campaign to "make mass spectrometry

sexy again."

(click thumbnail for video)

Exum Attended Tinker and The Primes

   Tinker and Primes is a production of the Midwest City Chamber of Commerce in

collaboration with Tinker Air Force Base and Industry Partners. It is the perfect

opportunity to make personal connections with Tinker Air Force Base senior

leadership, dignitaries, and other federal personnel.

    Our booth was so well received by attendees. The experience allowed us to

deepen our understanding of where we fit in the greater aerospace industry.
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Exum Welcomed Their Summer Intern to

the Team 

     Though we were sad her summer analytical internship with us came to an end, we

are so grateful to have the brilliant Madeline Martelles as our part-time Data

Technician while she �nishes school.

   As a Data Technician, Madeline works primarily in data analysis. Additionally, she

assists in preparing customer presentations, white paper writing, and working

extensively with the software team to aid in technology development.
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The Massbox is Going to Space!

  Exum Instruments won a grant in partnership with Axiom Aerospace to place the

first mass spectrometer for solid sample analysis on the International Space Station

(ISS). 

  "Never in my wildest dreams did I think my passion for Exum Instruments would

collide with my passion for the space industry. I can't quite put into words how much

this means to me."

-CEO/CTO Jeff Williams

 

More details to come.

Exum Welcomes Kellie Atchison to the

Team
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     As the Office Manager for Exum Instruments, Kellie is responsible for the

oversight of daily operations throughout our offices. Before joining Exum

Instruments, Kellie worked in Biopharmaceuticals for nearly 15 years, leading a

team of individuals who opened new facilities within the company across the U.S.

     Outside of Exum, you will find Kellie with her Husband on a basketball court or

football field cheering for one of their three children, all of whom are dual athletes.

COO Josh Ulla Showcases at The Rice

Alliance for Technology &

Entrepreneurship Energy Tech Venture

Forum

   We were honored to showcase Exum Instruments at the 19th annual Rice Alliance

for Technology and Entrepreneurship Energy Tech Venture Forum at Rice

University. This event brings together and connects energy innovators, investors,

corporates, and the energy ecosystem.

    COO Josh Ulla shared that having such inspiring conversations with potential

future investors was so energizing. We can't wait to go back next year.
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Exum Delivers Its First Commercial

Instrument to E3D

    After years of development, we delivered a product we are so proud of to an

amazing team of people -Elementum 3D. We will be working closely with them to

develop the new industry standard for powder chemical analysis. 

 

  Here's to the start of an amazing partnership!

Exum Launches A-Round
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   Exum is bursting at the seams with traction between our performance with the

ASTM to our adoption both terrestrial and other. To support our speedy adoption, we

are raising a Series-A financing round of $5M!

 

In this round we are focusing on two main goals:

- Margin improvement through vertical integration

- Manufacturing and production

 

If you or your fund have experience in these and want to conquer the analytical

space, please reach out to our COO Josh Ulla!

A special thank you to all of our current investors for your continued support.

Upcoming Events:
 

October 9-12, Pittsburgh, PA
Materials Science & Technology (MS&T) Meeting
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Oct 31 - Nov 4, Orlando, FL 
ASTM International Conference on Additive Manufacturing (ICAM)
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